
MOLYDUVAL
Ferroxin Spray

Multi Function Spray

A light colour penetrating and corrosion preventive oil. Special usable for loosing,  
lubricating and preserving tools, screws, machine parts of all kind, also as rust  
removing and rust protecting agent.

* good lubrication performance
* good penetration
* infiltrates water
* looses dirt and residues
* free of silicones
* protects against corrosion
* infiltrates humidity
* seal surfaces
* protects from wear
* no electrical conduction
* low aromatic content
* even available in hand spray bottles
* freely of acids

* for lubrication and preservation of machine parts, screws, valves, nuts, bolts,  
springs, hinges, locks, etc.
* for loosing of seized or rusted parts, screws, ropes,  springs, hinges, chaines,  
valves
* for protection of tools and instruments in storage
* for cleaning engines, motors, steerings
* as water displacing agent for accus, contacts, controls, switches
* as contact spray for starting wet engines
* for cleaning tools and machines
* for cleaning inox containers and machines
* for spraying of vehicle bottoms

Properties

Applications

Technical Datas
klarColor
MineralBase Fluid
2-4mm²/sViscosity 20°C
830kg/m³Density 15°C
-30 -> +80°CTemperature Range
-60°CPour Point
63°CFlash Point

The indicated service temperatures are guide values depending on the lubricants composition and on the application. They  
may vary in case of special influences or ongoing use.

For more technical information contact us !
The technical data in this information sheet represents our present knowledge and is based on our general experience. It is intended to give information of  
possible applications to a reader with technical experience. It constitutes neither an assurance of product properties nor does it release the user from the  

obligation of performing preliminary tests with the selected product. It does also not form part of any sales contract as guaranteed properties of the delivered …

The information may be affected by changes occurring subsequent to the date of printing in the blend formulation or methods of application. Updating : 28.05.2008


